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Matl1e111c1ti.s·c/1 Centrc1111, A111ste1·da111, Tl1e Netl1e1·lat1d.\' 
Con1n1unicated by Gordon Pask 
ABSTRACT 
Sexual reproduction is n1odeled and investigated in the forn1al fra1nework of Jol1n 
von Neun1ann's tl1eo1·y of self-reproducing cellular automata. It is argued that the transi-
tion fro1n asexual to sexual reproduction necessitates a change in number and structt1re 
of the genetic tapes involved. To an asexually reproducing cellular auto1naton only one 
genetic tape is attached, viz. the description which enables the at1ton1aton to const1·uct 
cell for cell a replica of itself. The sexually reproducing auton1aton, l1owever, n1ust 
possess two, nearly identical, genetic tapes of a deviating structure, i.e. progran1s 
partitioned into sections embodying the various construction and behavioral algorithms 
to be executed. It is shown that the recombination of the parents' characteristics in the 
offspring closely conforms to recon1bination in nature. Si1nilarities and differ·ences with 
biological systems are discussed. 
I. I.NTRODUCTION 
Abstract automata are information processing discrete parameter 
systems and may be viewed as 1nathematical models for natural automata 
( e.g. biological organisms, solar systems) and artificial auton1ata ( e.g. 
computers, slot machines). Excellent textbooks in automata theory l1ave 
been published [11, 5]. 
To study the logical intricacies of machine self-reproduction, von 
Neumann introduced in about 1953 the notion of a cellular automaton 
[21 ]. In general terms, a cellular automaton consists of a finite aggregate 
of interacting automata and is said to reproduce if it constructs a replica 
of itself. This process clearly constitutes asexual reproduction: the offspring 
is an exact copy of a single parent. The aim of the present article is to 
model and to investigate sexual reproduction in cellular automata theory. 
As the terminology in use is apt to create confusion, we wish to clarify 
some matters at the outset. 
* This article is based on a 1969 term paper composed under supe..rvision of Prof. 
L.A. M. Verbeek, Technological University of Delft. 
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•·---C)r1c i,,:cllul~tr ;;1t1tt1111,1tt)fl l.'t)t1sists ()f. SC\'Cr,tl i11ter.;,1ct 111g ;.1tttl)JI1;.tli1 c;;illt;e,\ 
cells. 
-----"fhe self'-reprt1dt.1cti,)11 t1f' tl cellt1ltar ,1t1tt)111,:1.t<Jn silC)Ul(! be t,1ke11 ~t~s, .~1 
Jll()tiel i'l)£ tl1e rt."J)r(:ltluctio11 t)f' ~l si11gle 11i1t1.1r~1l cell ri·ttt1er tl1,1n tis tl 111,:,t.l~I 
t·t)r t l1e repr<)Ci t1ct it) 11 t,f~ ~t 111 u it ice II ll 1~1r org<:t 11 i st11. 
•--\\'l1e11 the rt.·prt)(iucti(111 t1t' ;.1 n1t1lticellul,1r ()rgrt11is111 is tl1 i:>e 111<.)dele,.i. 
\-\i'C sl1t1uld en1plt))' a11 ttggrcg,1tc t1f· (~cllul::1r ,1utt1111,1ta~ at1(l hence ,111 ~1ggt't:•~ 
gate (.)t· ;.1.ggregi1tes of cells'I ,1s i11 Sec. 4. 
~-{i\rbib [4] r111ci ()tl1ers \·ie\lv" tl1e cellular automatt1n tts C<)rrespondi11g t,.1 
a 111ulticeilular organisr11~ itn<.1 ,1 cell of"' the celluit1r autor11i1tc.)11 as C()rres~ 
pondi11g to ~t cell in that orga11isn1. f-lo\ivever, i1s Arbib poir1ts out, there 
are a lot. t)f dissin1ilari·ties between auton1ata reproduction and t)rganisrn 
reproducti<)n in this case. 
---We son1etin1es use ~~autt1m,1ton'" t'<.1r !,"cellular auto1naton'" \l\i'hen tl<) 
conf"'usi()n can result. 
1.1. ,~fOTJy•'A'.T/01V ~4,VD B,4.CKGROlJil\/D 
Biological methodology usuall)· consists of description ,1nd classific~1-
tion acc<.)rding to actual observations. There are important exceptit)t1s tt) 
this: t.he Dar\vi11ian theory of evolution and the Mendelian theory t)f~ 
heredity. ""Bt1t ir1 bet\\i'een these t\VO regions, especially in the area t)t· 
growth and development., thex·e is v·ery little except systen1atic observation 
and description, and most theorizing is tied closely to the observed bio-
logical tacts"' (Ref. 2, pp. 3-4). In a paper on a n1odel of" self-reproduction 
Stal1l (Ref. 19, p. 68) holds that -"the logical primitives of a v',1lid model 
mt1st correspond to genes and enzymes, and that all the major entities 
(DNA 's, RN A's, enzymes, proteins, organelles, ATP, and c.ell walls) 
and functions (DNA copying, RNA copying, ribosome action, enzy'me 
action, passive physiochemical action, and aggregation or polyn1erization) 
of"' real cells should somehow be represented syn1bolicall)1''. A computer 
sin1ulation of living cells which conf orn1s to this dictum is described byr 
Weinberg and his coauthors [8, 23, 25). On the other hand, e,?en in an 
abstract system of self-reproduction, beari11g almost no relationship to 
bit'>chen1istry, interesting theoren1s about the logical require.ments and 
limitations of self-reproduction may be obtained. 1 Von Neumann 
suggested that ,iutornata theory should include a study of"' the \Vay i11 
1 The historical development of geon1etry from '"self-e"·ident~' axioms to ""logically 
p<)ssible'' a,xic.1n1s 1nay ser,1e to illustrate the differences between the two approaches. 
Euclidean geometl)' describes and forn1alizes empirical obser\i'ations. On tl1e other hand, 
e.g., n<.1nEuclidean geon1etry derives necessary consequences from a (consistent) set t1f 
axion1s. Co111parison of the t\vo app1·t1acl1es pro,1ides a better insight into tl1e nature 
of geon1etry. 
l'$t11!t.i "i :11 .. ic·i1111~ ,,1· ll"ss "':t)11111lcx1l). l·li)\1•, t·\r1..~r. '" iit.:11 t,1-t:,t ,1i:"'111'."i 1·ci1ril,tit1L'.t\~ 
,11.~ r\J41,tl:t tiit:tir· tl11·~1.,i·ir·11! t'l) flt~ ijt· ~.t 1,,,'(')Jt111lcxit:~ ~tt ii...'~l-.,l t.'lil.il~ti 1c~\1tllL1li\·111 ! ) 
1~, t it"'tt i,t· tt·1t· ,,~1r(·11t. I 11 \ it!\\ elf. t.i1is tlJ'J)4,1r, .. ·11t "':"111!li(·t , (·,11 Net.1!'11~1111·1 [:! 11 
111ti·t1iiti .. ~e\i 1..."clittit1t· ;;;1t1t,:,11i::1t~1 ~is tl l(·,gi,i.;,11 f'll·;.1.111c\\1.Jt·k 111 \.\l1icl1 t(:, sttlll)· tl1c 
f) 1· (' i) ic 111 ,.1t· ti t~t\\ t t) 111 ~•kc 111 ~1~ l1 i 11t.~s r·c pr (:)(i LB c~~ i l1e 111 sc l \ cs i Ii ;.1 r1 ll re I): 
111c,c 11,t 11 i\:· ,t I t·~i s I1 i ,·, r1, tt s i:.t \V ~l) t> 1· t 11 r l> ,i;, 111 g I 1 ~! 11 t t:, 11 st, r11 e i'l111 ll;.:t 111c 11 t ,l i 
pr() !,ic 111 s () 1· bi\)){) g) ~ ,111d tis ~t r1r·t·i l)i e 111 C() 11 i..'C r 11 i 11 g t l1 e i.:,1 p .. t bi Ii ti es :.111 d 
. ~ h . "• R ·~ "' "'4· 9· 1 -') ! R f"" l .. .,, l .., \ iir11it;:1titlllS t)f 111:.tc , 111es, (See ·· cf. ~·., pp. ,, .. ~ ='~.· ~.111c, e . .,, p, , ,. 
t\sitie t'r<)tll this tl l1stri1,·t ,1 pprt)ttcl1 there exist i11 tcres ti flt! n1:.1t~h i 11c 111l)<icls 
<Jf' rcprt)d1.1ctio11 suct1 ,ts tlie 111ech,111ict1l ""tilt. blc)~ks ... tllt)(icl ot' f>er11·t)SC 
I! t,], ti1e electr()t11echt11·1ic~1l ~·t()y•train"'\ ffi()<.lel <)f" J:.1C()bst)11 [9], t1nd the 
elect r(1111~.1gr1etic ""rei;;1is .... n1t)dei ()i~ M Clf()\\ii tz [ l 4j. 
Let tJs c,::)nsider 111::1c hi nes t~(lt11 pt,scti i,r()111 so111e s. Ll i t(..t bie C()l lcl'.'t t<.)n (>f" 
elen1e11t4lf)' p;.trts. \\'e n1a)' t:h()t)se tt1ese C()t11p(111ents tt1 be seif"-reprt)(iucti\'C 
"111«.l Sl) re111{)\C tl1e prt)ble111 ()r '-'tlr1sitier it f.lt tl descripti\·e le\·el. \\.,e n1,1y 
als<:) ch<:)()Se cc)111pt111ents which ,1re \ 1er}" si111ple (nt1t self--repr(J<.i.ucing., fc\\i 
liitferent st,1tes, etc.:), but ~1ggregates t)f" \\/hich car1 bt:.. self'-repr<)(1ucir1g. 
'T~l1is still lea\·es tri\'ic1I cases like cr\lStallization :;111d tl1e Penr()Se n1odel . .. 
T() ~l\'(1id tri\·iality' .. \Ve sht1ll require th.ttt tl1e n1acl1incs are capable t)f .. 
(i<.1i11g S(ln1etl1ing 111e,1ningf"ul beside reprc)dt1cing. Theref:-t1re \'V'e 11eeti the 
nt)ti()r1 ot~ ,l 1·u,·i1151 1;1tic·J1i11£1 [20]. A Tt1ring machine is ,1 logici1I Liev·ice 
Ct)nsisting t1f"" a reading he,1d thitt tr,l\}els abt1ut a11 ir1det1nitely exp~111d,1ble 
ttlpe thiat is cii\'ided int<.) squares. The reading l1e::1d is under ct1ntrt1l of" 
tl finite progr,1n1 th,lt deter111ines at each step, iiccording t() the s:y·mbt1I 
in tl1e t,ipe squt1re under sc,in,, \\'hether this sy·r11bol sl1ould be 0\1erprinted 
by ant)ther S}1tnbt1l a11d \\i'hether the rei1ding head should move t1ne square 
lef~t ()r rigl1t. \\·,lien presented \\1itl1 an argun1ent on its t,lpe such tl m,1chine 
Ct)n1putes the \ialue of a particul,ir f"u11ction t"or th:.:1t "1rgun1e11t. Ft1r ev·ery 
t'"unctit)n that -~ir1tuitiv·ely"' can be c<.1mputed there exists such a Turing 
n1[1chi11e (Turing's hypothesis). It has been sho\vn [20, 11] that a Turing 
machine can be co11structed which, give11 an appropriately Ct)ded tfl,.~~c,·i1,titJn 
t)t .. at1):' <,ther Turing n1achine 011 its tape, \\'ill imitate the beha,'i(1r of tl1at 
n111.chir1e tO\\'ards an argu1nent written else\vhere <.111 the san1e tape. Hence 
such a Llt1iz·e·r~i;;t1/ Ti,ri11g r,1acl1i11l, is capable of co111puting e\i'ery l~£111111z,table 
fi1nl·tic)tt <:equivt1lently, executing e,·ery· algt)rithm') if supplied ,vith ,in 
clppr()priate description of a correspo11ding Turir1g 1nachii1e. We shall 
co11sitier the reproduction of machines which sin1ulate Uni\1ersal Turing 
n1flt~hines as meaningful self-reproductic.)n. The de.mo11stration c)f sucl1 
a 111achine proceeds ,1s f ollt1ws. 
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(i) Exl1ibitio11 of~ a Universal Constructor (UC) which can build any 
one of a large class of' constructible 1nachines drawing from a11 i11finite 
supply of a fixed nu1nber of different compo11ents. The UC produces a 
1nachine \vhen furnished with a co111plete description, represented by 
a coded cl1ain of the said elen1ents. The UC is also shown to be a Universal 
Con1puter, i.e. Universal Turing n1acl1ine sin1ulator, using such a chai11 
as a11 indefinitely expandable tape. 
(_ii) This U11iversal Computer-Constructor (UCC) appears to be a 
constructible machine, and, by the following slight modification, a self-
reproducing one. To the parent macl1ine is attached a component for 
con1ponent description oft.he machine itself in passive state: the genetic 
tape. 2 The parent constructs another machine according to the genetic 
tape, copies the tape, and attaches the copy at the appropriate place of the 
constructed machine. Subsequently, the offspring is activated and separated 
fron1 its parent. Hence this machine is a self-reproducing UCC. 
The procedures outlined above can be implemented and executed in a 
cellular space [21, 7]. 
In reproductive processes as described above the offspring is an exact 
copy ofa single parent: asexual reproduction. When we look for a common 
denominator in the manifold variations which evolution uses to express 
reproduction, we fi11d as central theme, an alternating cycle where two 
haploid cells (single chromosome set) merge to one diploid cell (double 
chromosome set), the zygote. This zygote produces directly or via inter-
mediate steps new haploid reproducing cells \Vhich inherit the presumably 
regrouped parental chromosomes and genes. These recombinations are 
tested as to their usefulness against the environment. From the viewpoint 
of evolution this process works much more efficiently than that of just 
mutations. Strangely enough, notwithstanding recent remarkable advances 
in molecular biology, practically nothing is known about the physiology 
of sexual processes. In this light it seems worthwhile, for reasons men-
tioned before, to investigate the sexual reproduction of machines. 
Let us imagine that several (two) machines cooperate and supply the 
genetic n1aterial for one offspring machine. By assigning diverse repro-
ductive processes to specialized types of machines we obtain (two) sexes. 
The recombination of the parents' characteristics in the offspring shall 
be shown to correspond closely to nature. Hence we shall construct by 
our method a f ortnal model of sexual reproduction which yields the 
2 The constructed machine should be passive during the construction phase, so 
as not to interfere with the construction activities going on. Furthermore, while it is 
possible and desirable that a machine has only one passive state, it has of necessity a very 
large nu111ber of active states. 
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fan1iliar properties of heredity not by treating tl1em as given a 
but by deriving tl1en1 indirec.tly from certain logical assu1nptions. 
1.2. SELF-REPRODUCING CELLULAR AUTOA-fATA 
27 
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Our i11vestigations are conducted in the framework of a cellular space 
ir1 which we abstract from problen1s of kinematics, e11e1·gy, and) 1nore or 
less, geometry. We may think of a cellular space as an i11finite cl1ess board, 
each square or cell of which can be in any one of a finite number of" cellular 
states syn1bolizing the presence in that cell of 011e out of a finite set of 
different con1ponents. If a component Xis able to occur in different states 
x 1 , ••• , _x,, ( e.g. a memory element) we assign a different cellular state q.-;;i 
to each .. xi· Let <f, denote the set of cellular states. Then each 
q E {qx1, • • ., qxn} = c/Jx C <p 
indicates the presence of component X in a certain state in the cell. The 
quiescent state O e ¢ will symbolize the absence of any component in a 
cell. Therefore, an aggregate of :finitely many interacting components can 
be represented by an aggregate of finitely n1any interacting nonquiescent 
cells. 
Cellular automata were introduced by von Neumann [21]. General 
properties of cellular spaces were studied in e.g. Refs. 13 and 18. As a 
starting point and a reference frame for our discussion of sexually re-
producing automata we use the self-reproducing automata of Codd [7]. 
We review Codd's model in a cursory manner below, so as to make this 
article accessible to readers not acquainted with cellular automata theory. 
For our purpose a cellula1· space consists of an infinite 2-dimensional 
plane divided into unit squares, each of which represents a copy of a 
single finite-state automaton or cell and is designated by its integer co-
ordinates (x, y) E J x I. Each cell can be in any one of a finite set of 
cellular states </> = { 0, 1, 2, ... , n}, and all cells change their states 
simultaneously in discrete time steps. Each cell has associated with it 
a neigl1borhood (Fig. 1), consisting of the cell itself and its four immediate 
nondiagonal neighbors, and a local transition function f; </> 5 ➔ ¢. The 
next state of a cell is given by f (CNESW) = R where the capitals stand 
for the Current state, the states of the North, East, South, and West 
neighbor, and the Resulting state, respectively. A co,ifiguration c: I x I ➔ ef> 
is an assignment of states to each cell in the space. At time t = 0 the 
initial configuration c0 is given. The global transition function F (simul-
taneous invocation off in each neighborhood of the cellular space) 
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F(c)(x, y) = f (CNESW), 
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F10. I. Cell and neighbors. 
To ensure the effective computability of ct for all times t, the fallowing 
two restrictions are stated. 
(i) There exists a quiescent state q E ¢ such that f ( qqqqq) = q, i.e. a 
quiescent cell with quiescent neighbors remains quiescent. 
(ii) At time t 0, 
{(x, y)lc(x, y) # q }, 
is a finite set. We shall take q = 0. 
COROLLARY 
For all times t ~ 0, 
{(x, y)jc(x, y) # O} 
is a.finite set, the support of c denoted by sup(c). 
A configuration c' is a subconfiguration of c if c'jsup(c') cl sup(c'). 
A configuration c is passive if F( c) = c, and completely passive if every 
subconfiguration of c is passive. By disjoint configurations c and d we mean 
that their supports are disjoint. The union c u d of c and dis defined by 
c(x, y) if (x, y) E sup(c), 
(c u d)(x, y) d(x, y) if (x, y) E sup(d), 
0 otherwise, 
if c and d are disjoint. 
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If fV c cp and c: / x / > W then c is a co11jigi11·atio1·1 oi,e1· alplzabet w~. 
lf every c: / x I ➔ Wis (completely) passive, ii,r is called a (co111pll1tel.,v) 
pa~<;~'iit'e set. In our considerations {O, l} is a con1pletely passive set, 
i.e. every configurt=ttion which assigns only states O or 1 to cells in the 
space is co1npletely passive. We call such a configtiration a (0, 1 )-c·o11-
~figuration. 
Usually, the term ''configuration'' will be used loosely to mean clsup(c). 
The devices of subconfiguration and union of configurations allow us to 
talk about parts of the over-all configuration of the cellular space. For 
instance, when c u d contains the (0, 1)-configuration d, d does not 
change unless there is a time t such that 
Ft(c u d)lsup(Ft(d)) i= 1i~t(d)jsup(F1(d)), 
i.e. c is an adjacent disjoint configuration and passes information to cl. 
When no confusion can result ''sup(c)'' is sometimes used to refer to a 
specific region of the cellular space more or less (but for some quiescent 
cells) demarcated by sup(c). Under suitable interpretation we can prove 
the following theorems which will be used extensively in the sequel. 
THEOREM 1 
(Von Neumann [21], Codd [7]). For every Turing machine t/1e1·e exists 
a,z, initially completely passive, configuration in t/1e cellular space wlziclz 
simulates it, using a linear string of· cells in state O or state I as tlze in-
definitely expandable (binary) tape on which the con·zputation is performed. 
COROLLARY 
There exists a configuration in the cellular space which simulates· a 
Universal Turing machine. 
REA,fARK 1 
Such a computing configuration, or a configuration that contains one, 
is called a cellular automaton. Usually, it consists of a network of pat/is 
e1nbedded in the cellular space. These paths are arrays of cells in state 1 
(completely passive configurations), along which szgnals in the form of 
propagating sequences of cellular states can be transmitted. 3 A typical 
sequence is ''Os'' such thats E {4, 5, ... , n} leads and O trails (Appendix B). 
Special configurations act as, among others, junctions, fan-ins and fan-
outs of signals (signals merge and multiply), signal transformers (all 
3 Actually, due to some technical considerations the paths are coated or sheathed 
with a layer of ce11s in state 2 on both sides (see Appendix B). This is attained by injecting 
a signal (henceforth subsumed under the activating signals) which propagates throughout 
the entire network of paths, sheathing each path it traverses. The structure which 
results, a network of sheathed patl1s, is a configuration over {O, 1., 2} and is passive, but 
not completely passive. 
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sig11als can be derived fro1n a single ''activating'' signal), periodic en1itters 
(clock pulse), and logical elements, thus supplying all the essentials with 
which the logical structure of an information processing device can be 
embedded in tl1e cellular spac.,e. A cellular auton1aton interacts with its 
cellular space environn1ent, e.g. reads and writes O's and l's on its tape, 
by means of a constructing a1·111. A constructing arm is a path, extended 
out from the automaton into a quiescent area, along which signals are 
transmitted extending the path (left, rigl1t, and straight ahead by annexing 
the appropriate O cells at the end), retracting the path (left, right, and 
straight backwards by returning the appropriate end cells to 0), sensi11g 
whether the cell next to the end cell is in state O or state I, and changi11g 
that state from O to I or from 1 to 0. Some examples can be found in 
Appendix B. 
A constructing arn1 enables a cellular automaton to reach out and ,·ead, 
w1·ite, and erase every (0, !)-configuration anywhere in the cellular space. 
As a cellular auto1naton consists, nearly enough, of a signal carrying 
structure of (0, 1 )-configurations, in particular such a structure can be 
constructed by sweeping a constructing arm column by column row after 
row over a quiescent const,·uction site while changing the appropriate cells 
to state 1. When the completely passive structure of an automaton has 
thus been laid out, some activating signals are injected at an appropriate 
entry point (the injection receiver), and subsequently the constructing arm 
is separated from the newly constructed automaton. It is advantageous 
to consider only initially completely passive automata, as they will not 
interfere with construction activities while under construction. Let us 
consider as constructible 1nac/1ines all cellular automata wl1ich can be 
constructed in this way, e.g. all Turing machine simulators of Tl1eorem I. 
THEOREM 2 
( Von Neumann, Codd). Tl1ere exists a configuratio,z in the cellular space 
called a Universal Computer-Constructor ( UCC) witlz tl1e following 
properties. 
(i) For every Turing machine T, there exists a cocled description B(T) 
such that when B(T) is placed on the program tape attacl1ed to the UCC, 
the UCC will simulate T on an attac!2ed data tape. 
(ii) For each constructible 1nachine M, there is a coded description 
D(M) of M such tlzat, when D(M) is placed on the program tape attached 
to the VCC, tlze UCC will construct M (Fig. 2). 
REMARK 2 
The UCC reads its instructions, e.g., for the cell by cell construction 
of the completely passive structure of an offspring, in 4-bit words from 
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a linear (0, 1)-configuration or progra1n tape by 1neans of one constructi11g 
arm, and proceeds to execute these instructions by sendi11g sequences of 
signals along another constructing arm towards a data tt1pe or a co11-
struction site (Fig. 2). The set of 4-bit instructions interpretable and 
executable by the UCC consists of 
(i) a computation-univer5·al instruction set equivalent to the in~tructio11 
set of the program 1nachine version [22] of a lJniversal Turing 1nc1cl1ine, 
(ii) a const,·uction-universal instruction set, e.g., extend (constructing 
arm), extend left, extend right, retract, retract left, retract right (hence 
the constructing arm can reach out to, and retract from, any cell in the 
cellular space), 
(iii) some instructions to switch the input to, and output from, the 
interpreting and executive sections of the automaton from one construct-
ing arm to another, and 
(iv) some instructions for the injection of the activating signals and 
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F10. 2. The Universal Computer-Constructor (UCC) and its construction region. 
The instruction set as described consists of 14 elements and can be 
coded in 4-bit words. It enables the UCC to compute any Turing-comput-
able function from C* into C*, where C* is the set of all (0, 1)-configura-
tions that do not intersect with the area occupied by the machine. Whether 
the DCC computes on a linear (0, 1)-configuration or constructs and 
activates a constructible machine depends on its program tape. The UCC 
is a constructible machine in the defined sense. When it is furnished with 
3 
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D(UCC), i.e., the descriptio11 of its own con1pletely passive structure 
coded in 4-bit words on its program tape, it constructs a duplicate of 
this structure. When, furthermore, the UCC copies its program tape at t.he 
appropriate location and proceeds to i11ject. the activating signals, self-













-·-·-· ... \ 
• AUJ\=. ta:pes • _j ..• 
FIG. 3. Self-reproduction of the Universal Computer-Constructor. 
THEOREM 3 
(Von Neumann, Codd). There exists a con.figuration in the cellular space 
wlziclz is a self-reproducing UCC. 
REMARK 3 
Directed by its program tape this machine is able to 
(i) construct, read, and erase any member of C*, 
(ii) compute any Turing-computable function from C* i11to C*. 
(iii) construct a replica of itself at every location in the cellular space, 
copy the program tape containing the se!f-desc1·iption D(VCC), and activate 
the offspring. When the program tape contains such a self-description it 
is called the genetic tape. 
The study of self-reproduction of cellular automata has bee11 exclusively 
concerned with asexual 1"ep1·oduction, i.e. one automaton constructs 
another according to its own genetic material, possibly with computed 
1ninor variants (Refs. 15 and 3, see also Ref. 6). In the present article 
:,exual 1·ep1·oduction of cellular automata is investigated, incidentally 
providing a first formal model of natural sexual reproduction. As men-
tioned before, tl1e sexuality lies in the fact that two (or more) automata 
take part in the construction of one offspring and contribute to its genetic 
r1·1~1tt'.'r·1iti, l\1._·,x·,~ tt1~11·1 t\\t) -.1t1t,Jn1i.1t~.l 11er· t·)t·1·s1,i·111g 1.:i1r1 i,e t,:t,11.;.11.lt~r·cti. tiut 
t 11 is ,>11 I~ (l»r1·111!1c~1tes t l1c 111ct t!rt." ~1r1d c..liics ilt)~ ,:l·,11t 1·1 t,t.it(· tw.i i i1t· ,lll \ ., 11t;.1~!t·s 
.··i½·~·l, .. :,:, lr't'l,·•u·i,,•,,I ,.\ ... ;t 1·,,,1tt11:c>.w• .,,t"t'•,'l .. 't ""r1,:1tui·,,.~" S•"•:•r1,.:: t,·, '";~ ,.,,· ,1 .. ,~"' ~111,·· &)1l"'!Jlt)li\f'i" t.iil 1i«t: 1(/i.j~,-? ""•I~;'·,,:,~, AliiitJJ. l~i '")1 -l ,'\/,~ «i t'i.,i& i"-- ·~-·~-'1.,,- 1 •. :1 Q,'i,,, 'fl..-'"-·,, Ji 14.1!"4,,_ ... "~4-11& \. .. °' t•~ll·~~'i,,.,§J& ~ 
111;.111~ sJ,t~c·ies t1~1,e n1tlrc th:;.1r1 l\\c, sexes (r11;1t11111 l~J)t~'s,}, ht1t l\\,, pi1r·c·11t 
rt~Dr(.llit1ct11;,)tl JS tl1e t111I,· <)r1e k11,,\,11 111 111~1tlarc. 13, t)Ur l:il.'lw,u~1t1t1r1 tit· ti1e 
ij i,,' "" -
WlC(~t·s S,;l r·) (i I\ t"' r·sc ~1 i g,) r it 11 rl1 s t (,) t \\! l"J s J)('(,' 1~11 i /C(.i t )/()CS' \\ C l) 1, l ~· i 11 4.) ilC 
,,t,\it:,usl~ 1,1i1/1.: (\1-t.i·pt') .;.111(i t)t1C Clb\1(1t1sl) _!1..·111t111t' (f,'-ti•,f,t') ,:t~liul~1r 
~illtiir11.r1t,)11 .,e.·'.\. lnc()rp,.1r,1t1()11 t)i' all 11ec·ess~1r·)· ~1ig(.,ritl111·ts 1r1 ett(l1 itlttl,-
1·1,'4tt<)n \\(,tJi<.i }iel(i ··t1er111t1pl1r<)tiite·~ ~tl]tt111·1:.tt;1 c~lJ)t1b!c llt' ··l·r·tls~-
te rt i l i z.a t. i () Il " ' ~ 
B,· C<)nsideri n g popul"1t i(Jr1s t1f' sexual I\' rer.)r<)(l llci ng) eel Ju 1~1.r ,1 t1 t(·11·11~1 tll 
1W ~· .-1 
z1nd intr()ducing chance n1utatit111s in tl1e ge11eti,~ r11t1terial~ \\·e sl1all be 
able to detect t:1.mili,tr 11oti<Jns (<)f" sexual reprt)(iL1cti<~l11 }., st1cl1 as ··species 
<lt· ii utomata, .,. 1. .. ge11et ic pt)O I.·~ .... e\-'C> I u ti ()n,t r)1 \',! ria bi Ii t)', . ., ~ "recc.) n1 hi 11,1-
ti t11·1.:· • etc. Variclus aspects of' sexu,1l repr<.1ti uctior1 c:.111 be ( fc)r111t1111·) st udieci 
b}' n·1ea11s of~ <.)Ur mt)del., e.g. 
infertility ,1mt1ng seerningl)/ C(1n1patible species (depe11ding t)n the 
difference in instruction code i111,i interpreting mechanis111 used bj· tl1ese 
species), 
lV1et1deli,111 la w·s, 
sterile h),brids and sterility· coupled t<.) sex (inheritable by 111eans ()t' 
the <)tl1er sex), 
m,tting tyrp,es, and 
sex-linked inherit,1nce. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
~iainly·, the sexuall}' reproducing automaton consists ot' the bot/..l' B, 
two gt1nt1ti£'• tape.\' T1 and T 2 co11taini11g the encoded co11.s·trl,t?tit,11 a11d 
bt~Jiai~ioral alg<Jritl111z.\' (cf. 2.4 ), £~0,1 .. \·t1·ucti11g a1·1i1 .. " C (both M- ~111d F-t.y·pe) 
,1nd .D (:only J"'-ty'pe) to execute these algorithms, and reat.ii11,~1-1,i•1·iti11,f1 c·t>11-
-~·truc1ing a1·1ns' R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , and R 4 to read frt)m T1 and T 2 (Fig. 4). Further-
more, there are son1e auxiliary tapes and reading-writing constructing ar1ns 
\\
1hich are not of interest here (cf. Codd, Rei". 7). The t\\i'O specialized types 
or sexes result from our aim to simplify the individual automata by a 
delegation of' the tasks that ha,,e to be pert~orn1ed, e.g. ,,·ea1·c"'l1i11g tor the 
other autt)maton (l\f-type ), co11tribz1ting genetic 1-r1atr::11·ial (M- and F-t)'pe ), 
con .. ,·tn1ctil>11 ot .. the offspring (F-type,). 
Prior to the construction of the offspring we need its genetic 111aterial 
(if it is redundant also a clearly detern1ined part of it constituti11g tl con1-
plete description) according to \V'hich the ne,v automaton is to be con-
structed, since \Ve hav·e to know i11 advance 'W'l1ich characteristics t)f \vl1at 
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parent will be incorporated in the offspring. More specifically, we want 
the description of the offspring to be unan1biguously extractable from its 
total genetic material. Because each automaton has two parents and due 
to tl1e above and considerations set forth in Sec. 2.4, every a11tomaton 
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Pia. 4. Sexually reproducing cellular automata. 
The F-type parent constructs the offspring according to the Ti genetic 
tape and subsequently activates the con1pletely passive offspring by the 
injection of activating signals, separating the constructing arm C in the 
process. We are somehow reminded of birth and cutting the umbilical 
cord. (Incidentally, automata existing in the cellular space at time O may 
possess only one genetic tape, viz. T1 , and thus be haploid.) 
The above represents a necessary departure from the usual (asexual) 
automata reproductio11 practice where first th.e offspring is constructed 
by the pa rent according to the parental genetic tape, and afterwards is 
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supplied with a copy ot .. this tape. Observe that sin1ilarly i11 natural sexual 
reproduction ( of higher organisms) first the genetic 111ateric1l of the oft'-
spring is constructed and then the organis111 corresponding to tl1e ge11etics, 
while in natural asexual reproduction (e.g. n1itosis) first the cellt1lar 
n1aterial is increased and then the genetic material duplicated. 
The recon1bination of tl1e parents' characteristics in the offspring is 
due to the procedures used to convey the genetic 1naterial from the parents 
to the offspring (Fig. 5). By means of a randon1 cop_vi11g p1·oceclure, i.e. 
Sec. 2.1, each parent maps its two genetic tapes onto one initial tape 
i1nage; M and F produce T{ and T2, respectively. Subsequently, each 
do1nina11t word or characteristic (Appendix A) that has a reces.r,;ive counter-
part is placed on T.;_ while the other is placed on T2; if both are of the same 
kind then the distribution is random ( cf. Sec. 2.2.3). The definitive tape 
images T'{ and T2 result from this process, and it is from T1' that the off-
spring is co11structed. 
2.1 









FIG. 5. Schematic representation of genetic recombination processes. 
2.1. COP}"JNG OF THE GENETIC MATERIAL 
The genetic material is transmitted from each parent to the offspring by 
means of a copying procedure which maps the two parental tapes onto one 
initial tape image by choosing the nth word on it randomly from between 
the ntl1 word on T1 and the nth word on T 2 • T 1 and T 2 are read by R 3 
and R4 , and the initial tape image is constructed by C. If one of the 
genetic tr1pes T1 and T2 is longer than the other, the copying automaton 
chooses the word on the longer tape. If both T1 and T 2 contain the all-0 
word, consisti11g of only quiescent states, in the nth position, the copying 
procedure is terminated. The randomness mentioned above may be 
obtained from the computation of a random number by the computation-
universal part of the automaton or some other means. 
2.2. THE M-ALGORITHM 
In the course of its reproductive behavior the M-automaton executes 
the following algorith1n (see also Fig. 6): 
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Fro. 6. Flowchart M-algoritl1n1. 
2.2. I. Searclzing 
(i) The M-automaton takes the initiative in the reproductive process. 
It searches, systematically or at random, and in both cases governed by 
its computation-universal part, the cellular space with C until it finds an 
object. Such an object 1nay be a (0, !)-configuration or a configuration 
surrounded by a perin1eter of cells in state I (see Appendix A). Objects 
consisting of other configurations may cause unspecified behavior or 
dying of the M-automaton. 
(ii) M ascertains, according to some well-defined characteristics 
(Appendix A), whether or not the object found is an F-automaton. If 
so M does (iii), otherwise (xi). 
(iii) M ascertains whether fertilization is possible, e.g .. by reading a 
"'l''",..1,il \'\\'iJ'"ti ilt':ft'1·11."li:~t.1ti,;11111£11·/,.,<"J' ()t1 ~l sp(·c1ti1..· .. :tl1·1·tt"1· (lt· tl1t· l-peri111ett~r 
(,ir ""skj11"" ,,11· ti·1e f'-~1Ut\1111t·1tt·)11 ( 1\pJ1t~1.1tii-, ,l\ ), It· si). \1 Lit.,cs i, 1i ). ()li1cr·\\ ise 
. ~ ' t 
@ " \ • 1. l :1' " 
(I\; '.\1 l:'t)lllJ)it:tt.~s ;;:1 ,,.-,1iting <.::,,cie l,t' ti 1..·e,·t~1i11 lt·11gti1. 
{\, \I ('l1c,:ks tt1e tert1liz.~1ti()ll 1·11,1rkcr. 1t·tertil1/tlt!l)ll still is Jlt)t ~)l)SSii)ie~ 
\1 tl,x~s (\i'). t)lflCf\\'ise l\t resets ~t C()U11ter A" tl) 1er<.·1 ,1r1ct (i(·ies (\'Ei). 
(\1) l\1 ir1,·r·e1·11ents A.' \\·itt1 I t1r1(i c:,tscertt11ins \\l1,~tt1er tr1e ('t)J1te11ts (lt· tl1e 
t'<)Ut1ter surp,1ss fl b,)ur1ci /,(J• If' tl()t. l\1 dt1es (i\ ). (.)tl1e1·\i,,·ise ~1 resets A. ttl 
/t.•f' () ti il(i (it)C'S ( X j). 
2. 2. 2. ft. 1'1' 1 i li:::tll i(,)ll 
(\ii) I\t ch,1nges the fertiliztltil111 n1arker t·rl)Ol -~fertile"' till ""infertile,~~ 
e.g. b)' erasi11g it. l\·1 Ct)pies (cf. Sec. 2. I) its genetic t,1pcs such thi1t sup(ta1,e 
in1age:) relative to sup(fertiliz.ation 1narker) is situated as indictlted bji', 
<>r co111puted f'rom~ the f"ertilization 111arker. l"\f'ter the n1ixing pr(1c."ess of" 
Sec. 2.2.3 this tape i1nt1ge-()r rather the ()t1e then present ()n the s,1111e 
support--\\1ill C<)nstitute the ge11etic tape 1·1, f'rt)n1 ti1e otTspring-to-be 
(_cf". Fig. 4). 
2.2.3. 1\1i.,·ing of· 1J1e Gt'll£1 fi£' ,i\.fatt>1•ial 
(.\!·iii) It~ the F-auto111aton is fertilization prone, the T2 initial tape ir11age, 
i.e. the precursor of" T2 (cf. Sec. 2.2.2), of the t"uture offspring ::1lread,;· has 
been constructed, '\·iz. in Sec. 2.3. By means of" constructi11g arm C the 
l\'t-auton1ato11 no,v reads, re111en1bers, and compares successiv'ely the \v·ords 
in identical positions on the previously· co11structed T{ and T2 . . it· they 
are identical nonquiescent \\i'ords, l\'1 resumes (\1iii,) ,vith the next p~1ir ot .. 
\Vords, other'h'ise l\'1 executes (ix). 
(ix) .A.ccording to an extra .mark bit per word, A1 chec:ks on the domin-
ant or recessiv'e propert)1 t)f each of both \\1ords (cf. also Appendix A). 
(x) If both ,vords are of the sa111e kind, !vl randomly \vrites one of tl1ern 
i11 the considered \\lord position of T{ and tl1e otl1er in the considered \\<'l)rd 
positit111 of T2. If one ot"' the words is don1inant and the other is recessive. 
M \\/rites the don1inant \v·ord i11 the considered \\'Ord position of T{ and 
the recessive one in tl1e considered \.vord positio11 of"' T2. If T{ is longer 
than T2., or \1ice versa, the choice is bet\veen the all-0 \Vord a11d a non-
quiesce11t \vord. The latter is \\i1ritte11 in the appropriate position of Ti, 
the toriner in the appropritite position of T2. Is the choice between t\\1t) 
ail-0 \vords, the end of both tapes has been reached and l\,I executes (xi). 
Otherwise, l\'I starts agair1 at {viii) \vith the next p,1ir of ,vords. 
(_xi:) 1\,1 retracts constructing arm C. 
(xii) 1'11 changes St)me parameters in the searcl1 procedure a11d starts 
ag,iin at (i.). 
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REMARK 1 
Subsequent to the completion of Sec. 2.2.3 the co11structed genetic 
tapes have attained tl1eir definitive form, and the T1' tape of the offspring-
to-be contains all tl1e i11herited do111inant t14 aits (or factors) that had 
recessive counterparts. 
2.3. THE F-ALGORITHM 
In the course of its reproductive behavior, the F-automaton executes 
the following algorithm (see also Fig. 7): 
start 
compute lac. constr. 
site; extend C 
towards this site -




waiting cycle to 






extend D to first word 
on T1; extend C to 
constr. site 
input from R1 to D; 
construct c:ompletely 
passive structure 
• 1nput i'rom 'D to R1; 
output i'rom C to D; 
:retract D; 
output from D to C 
..------ - -·---. 
" . . .. 1nJect activating 
signals; close 1-peri-
meter, if necessary; 
retrac.t C; compute new 
paramPters · 
no extend C; 7r~se ~2; . 
erase fertilization- t---- 1 
~ 
marker; :retract C • 
Fro. 7. Flowchart F-algorithm. 
(i) From some parameters, F computes the location of a construction 
site relative to sup(F), and extends constructing arm C towards this 
location. 
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(ii) F copies (see Sec. 2.1) its genetic tapes at the app1·opria te place 
computed in (i). After exectition of Sec. 2.2.3 by son1e 'M-auto111ato11 this 
tape in1age-or rather the one then present on the san1e support-will 
constitute the T2 genetic tape of the future offspring. 
(iii) F writes the fertilization 1narker (cf. Sec. 2.2. l) at the appropriate 
corner of its '"skin''. This fertilization marker 111ust be a (0, 1 )-configuration 
that contains the information from which M can con1pute the relative 
location to sup(fertilization n1arker) where M executes Secs. 2.2.2 a11d 2.2.3. 
(iv) F retracts constructing arm C. 
(v) F executes a waiting cycle of a specified length during which some 
M can execute Secs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 
(vi) F extends constructing arm C towards its fertilization 1narker and 
checks whether fertilization has occurred; if some M has executed Secs. 
2.2.2 and 2.2.3, the fertilization marker is on ''infertile,'' e.g. has been 
erased. If so, F does (viii), otherwise F changes the fertilization marker from 
''fertile'' to ''infertile'' and does (vii). 
(vii) F erases the tape image T2, retracts constructing arm C, and 
starts again at (i). 
(viii) Until now F's effectuating organ has been constructing arm C, 
i.e. the output signal sequences are routed along C. Now F reroutes the 
output signal sequences along D and extends D towards the first word 
in T1. 
(ix) F reroutes the output again along C and extends C towards the 
appropriate construction site relative to sup(T1'). 
(x) At this stage F starts with the construction of the (0, 1)-configura-
tion or completely passive structure of the offspring. In order to do this, 
the input to F is switched from R 1 to D (see Fig. 4), and F proceeds to 
execute the construction specifications laid down in the description of the 
future offspring on the genetic tape T'{. 
(xi) When (x) is completed, the input to F is switched back from D to 
R 1 • The output from Fis rerouted along D, Dis retracted, and the output 
is switched back again to constructing arm C. 
(xii) F injects the activating signals in the completely passive offspring 
via C, thus separating C from the offspring, and closes the I-perimeter 
(if present) over the injection receiver of the offspring. 
(xiii) F retracts C, con1putes new parameters for the ones used in (i) 
and starts again at (i). 
REMARK 2 
After construction of the completely passive offspring, the reading-
writing constructing arm R2 (Fig. 4) is placed on the first word of sec. 9 
of T1', i.e. the section containing the instructions for the non reproductive 
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bel1avior of the newly co11structed offspring (cf. Sec. 2.4). This 111ay 
co11sist in the con1putation of a certain computable function (on one of the 
auxiliary tapes) or something similar. 
RE1i1ARK 3 
The activati11g signals of (xii) also initialize the reading processes by 
R'{ and R2, and in so doing start the reproductive and nonreproductive 
behavior of the new automaton (cf. Sec. 2.4). To be able to conduct two 
demeanors simultaneously, each automaton must contain at least a 
computation-universal and a construction-universal part. However, this 
presents 110 difficulties in principle. 
REMARK 4 
When we examine algorithms 2.2 and 2.3, we clearly discern periodic 
fertility in the F-automaton, during wl1ich fertilization by an M-automaton 
is possible. An alternative would have been to halt the F-automaton after 
the copying process and have it activated again by the M-automaton 
subsequent to the genetic mixing. 
2.4. THE GENETIC TAPE 
The structure and number of genetic tapes involved in sexual reproduc-
tion is based on certain logical considerations. We require that: 
(i) An automaton's genetic material is composed from random con-
tributions of both parents and contains a complete self-description, 
(ii) the genetic material is f urnisl1ed prior to construction, and 
(iii) the offspring is constructed, by the F-type parent, from a per-
manently retraceable description. 
For (i)-(iii) one genetic tape per automaton suffices, e.g. the F-auto-
maton constructs a tape copy with random ''gaps'' consisting of all-I 
words (the all-0 word is already in use to indicate the end of tape) sub-
sequently to be substituted by an M-automaton with words copied from 
its tape. 
Obviously, for such a process to work and produce the genetics for a 
well-formed offspring, it is necessary that the genetic tapes of both 
auto1nata are si1nila,,. with respect to structure, instruction sequences, 
and the diverse algorithms. By similar we mean here that, although 
instructions in identical positions on the tapes may be different, an 
interchanging of (sequences of) them will not render the algorithms 
involved incoherent, and meaningless. 
This kind of sexuality, however, reminds one of the rudimentary sexual 
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processes (generation re11ewal) of bacteria and lacks the principal evolLt-
tionary purpose of sexual variations, the ensura11ce of a retaining a11d a 
periodically detaching of recessive mutations in a population. For such 
44 higher'~ f orn1s of sexual reproduction we need at least two ge11etic tapes 
per automaton, each of which is a mixture of two parental tapes. A tape 
image is con1posed by randomly taking successive instructions f ron1 one 
or the other of the parent's tapes. The observation about si111ilarity of 
tapes also holds here, each parent must have two si111ilar tapes. Therefore 
both tapes of an automaton have to be con2plete, i.e. contain all (repro-
ductive) behavioral and construction algorithms in a fixed order. Every 
unlike mechanical procedure of composing a tape image of two dissimilar 
tapes would entail an almost impossibly difficult adn1inistration. As the 
genetic constitution (self-description) of the offspring must be retraceable 
subsequent to construction, the offspring cannot be constructed by taking 
instructions successively, according to the dominant property and randomly 
if of the same kind, from one or the other initial tape image. Consequently, 
we first produce the definitive tape image Tf' (by means of Sec. 2.2.3) 
containing the complete description of the offspring. 
Furthermore, (iii) is required so that the F-automaton can construct 
the offspring from a single genetic tape. (iii) emphasizes again the necessity 
for similar tapes. 
Obviously, the F-automaton has to start its construction job with a 
fixed instruction on T'{, e.g. the first one. As each tape contains all algo-
rithms, the first instruction must select the tape section containing the 
description of the specific part of the offspring's sexual type, i.e. the part 
of the configuration ( of body B) that is di·fferent for M and F. After 
construction, the offspring's R'{ starts reading the second instruction 
directing it to the behavioral algorithm suited to its sex. Hence we require, 
in contrast with the asexual case, a tape partitioned into bel1avio,·al and 
construction sections. Note that there is a marked difference between the 
construction sections (e.g. secs. 4, 6, and 7 below) from which the ''physical 
lay-out'' of the automaton is constructed, and the more algorithmic 
sections ( e.g. secs. 3 and 5 below) which govern the behavior to be per-
formed; these latter sections are read, interpreted, and executed by the 
configuration constructed according to the former sections. 
In asexual reproduction no distinction is made between the different 
tape sections, as the problem of different sexes and behavior does not 
arise, i.e. the automaton compures a location, proceeds to execute the 
construction sequence, copies the tape, and activates the offspring. These 
four different actions are accomplished by using different interpreting 
sections in sequence; the behavior is built into the automaton more or 
less as hardware subroutines in an electronic computer. The complicated 
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nature of sexual reproductio11, however, necessitates special behavioral 
and construction algorith111s and he11ce tape sections, thus accentuating 
differe11ces and sin1ilarities between construction a11d behavior as embedded 
in a cellular space. 
Note. From Sec. 2.3, we see that in sexual reproduction the activating 
procedure is not a part of the ''hardware'' of the automaton or of a 
construction algorithn1 as in the asexual case, but a part of behavioral 
algorithm 2.3. 
A genetic tape is composed of 9 sections, numbered 1 to 9 (Fig. 8). 
Each section contains a sequence of binary coded instructions either 
embodying a behavioral algorithn1 or a construction algorithm. Sections 1 
and 2 determine whether the automaton is M-type of F-type. These sections 
play the part of the X and Y chromosome in biology . 
• 
sex M-ty:pe F-type collective individual 
r - -- -- ·- - --~ r~ --~-• . 
I I I , 12 3 I 4 5 l 6 7 8 I 9 
I • l - • 
F10. 8. The genetic tape. 
Section 1. A jump, i.e. transfer of the head of the reading constructing 
arm to a designated instruction word on the tape, to section 4 if the genetic 
tape determines an M-automaton, a jump to section 6 if it determines an 
F-automaton. 
Sectio11 2. A jump to section 3 if the tape determines an M-automaton, 
to section 5 if it determines an F-automaton. 
Section 3. A subprogram that embodies algorithm 2.2. Note that when 
the genetic tape determines an M-automaton, section 2 may also consist 
of empty instructions since section 3 follows immediately. 
Section 4. The construction sequence for the construction of the 
specific reproductive part of the completely passive M-automato11. The 
last instruction is a ju1np to section 7. 
Section 5. A subprogram that embodies algorithm 2.3. 
Section 6. As section 4, with F substituted for M. 
Sectio11 7. The construction sequence for the construction of the 
identical part of the M- and F-automaton. 
Section 8. The construction sequence for the construction of an 
individual part of the completely passive automaton. The last instruction 
on 8 gives the control back to section 5 of the constructing F-type parent's 
T1. 
Section 9. Instructions for the individual nonreproductive behavior of 
the automaton, as mentioned in Remark 2. These instructions may be 
read, interpreted, and executed by the part of the automaton that is 
specified in section 8. 
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Wl1e11 the instruction code or the partitioning of the genetic tape is 
different for two automata, we may talk about different ,.\pecies· of auto-
mata. Usually, within a species, sections I to 7 of the genetic tapes T 1 
and T,, will be ide11tical. -
Sectio11 1 and section 2 of T 2 always specify jumps to section 6 and 
section 5, respectively, i.e. T2 always is X-type. In an F-automaton, both 
T1 and T2 are X-type. In an M-automaton T2 is X-type while T1 is Y-type, 
i.e. section 1 and section 2 specify jumps to section 4 and section 3, 
respectively. Because an automaton is constructed according to its T1 
genetic tape ( cf. Sec. 2.3) this tape controls the type, or sex, of the 
automaton. 
In the first instance (before the mixing process 2.2.3), T2 is an image 
(cf. Sec. 2.1) of the genetic tapes of the F-automaton and therefore is 
X-type; T{ is an initial tape image of the genetic tapes of the M-automaton 
and is X- or Y-type on a random basis. We also attach a dominant bit 
to the instruction words of sections 1 and 2 if they specify jumps to sections 
4 and 3, respectively, and a recessive bit if they specify jumps to sections 
6 and 5. Then if T{ is Y-type, sections 1 and 2, consisting of dominant 
instructions, are unchanged by the mixing of the genetic material. 
Note that every genetic tape carries the potential for the development 
of both an F-type and an M-type automaton. Which one is realized 
depends on the instructions at the comm.encement of the tape, and the 
interpreting apparatus of the F-type parent. Such a mechanism may take 
different forms; appearing from the medley of sex chromosome mechan-
isms known in biology, ''nature'' seems of a similar opinion (cf. the case 
of the Pro tenor Be/fragei in Sec. 4 (1, 12]). 
3. AUTOMATA GENETICS 
In the remainder of this article we shall often use a more or less 
anthropomorphic terminology without implying, however, that the ana-
logies perceived rest on similarities with actual biochemical processes. 
Rather, the cellular automaton analogues should be taken to furnish 
abstract and illuminating ( cf. Sec. 1.1) counterparts of natural phenomena. 
The sketchy outline of our model of sexual reproduction given above 
allows much latitude in form and behavior of a pair of automata of 
different sexes with a compatible fertilization technique. With respect to the 
,·ecombination of the parents' characteristics in the offspring we can 
distinguish between the fallowing cases. 
(a) The two parents use a different binary coding for identical instruc-
tions. In this circumstance, the mixing phase 2.2.3 will scramble the 
instructions on the offspring's genetic tapes in such a way that the con-
structing automaton will construct a meaningless configuration, if any. 
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It eve11 seems possible that the F-automaton will die by destroyi11g vital 
parts of itself. Thus, two automata that use different instruction codes can 
have no progeny, notwithstanding the fact that they may consist of correct 
con1patible configurations and have a compatible fertilization technique 
(no fertility an1ong seemingly cornpatible, but genetically different, species). 
(b) The parents use the same instruction code, but the partitioning of 
their respective genetic tapes differs with respect to positioning and/01· 
le11gth of one or more of tl1e sections 1-7. Again, this will result in meaning-
less parts of the offspring's genetic tapes, viz. the part after the first 
difference, causing faulty parts of the offspring and/or senseless behavior 
following activation. If one of the initial tape images T{ and T2 contains 
only dominant factors and the other only recessive ones, the effects 
described in (a) and (b) will not occur. Nevertheless, the offspring will 
be infertile owing to 2.2.2 or 2.3 (ii), which make use of 2.1, and so disf orm 
the initial tape images of the offspring's direct progeny. As in (d-v) we 
are reminded of sterile hybrids. 
(c) The parents use the same instruction code, and the initial tape 
images T{ and T2 differ with respect to length and/or positioning only in 
sections 8 and 9, the individual traits. The result is an offspring, well-
formed with respect to reproducing abilities, with far-going variations in 
the nonreproductive part of the configuration and its nonreproductive 
behavior. (c) is an extreme form of (d-vi). 
( d) The parents use the same instruction code and partitioning, but 
the initial tape images T{ and T2 differ with respect to the instruc~tions in 
one or more of the sections 3-9. The difference occurs between the 
following. 
(i) Sections 3. In an M-type offspring the configuration that regulates 
its reproductive behavior will be in good order but reproduction impossible 
since algorithm 2.2 is deranged. The phenomenon is reminiscent of 
behavioral, or psychically induced, impotence. An F-type offspring will 
be fertile with respect to M-type automata of its parents' species. The effect 
described then is dormant, but will exhibit itself in future M-type progeny 
of the F-type offspring. 
(ii) Sections 4. In an M-type offspring the configuration that regulates 
the reproductive behavior will not function as intended. A sterile, or 
organically impotent, M-type individual appears. An F-type offspring 
will be fertile with respect to M-type automata of its parents' species, 
but the effect described is dormant and will exhibit itself in future M-type 
progeny. 
(iii) Sections 5. The effect is analogous to the one described in (i) with 
the roles of the M- and F-types interchanged. The defect in the F-type 
progeny may be termed ''frigidity.'' 
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(iv) Sectio1·1s 6. The effect is analogous to the one described in (ii) with 
the rt1les of the M- a11d F-types intercl1anged. 
(v) Sections 7. This may cause a disfiguren1ent in the reproducing part 
of tl1e offspring's configuration regardless whether it be M- or F-type. 
We are ren1inded of sterile hybrids. If section 7 contains a description for 
a computation-universal part of the configuration, not indispensable for 
reproduction (e.g. for the generation of randon1 nun1bers), the distortion 
of this configuration causes a defect in the offspring's behavior, which we 
may compare with an inheritable mental illness due to an organic defect. 
(vi) Sections 8 and/01· 9. We assume that this usually holds in a species 
of our automata; it is mea11t to convey individual traits to different 
automata, respectively physical (viz. qua configuration) and behavioral 
(viz. qua performed nonreproductive algorithm); it implies the existence 
of a population oj· genetically different individuals of sexually reproducing 
cellular automata for which notions like ''genetic pool,'' ''evolution'' and 
''adaptability," ''evolutionary variability," etc. are appropriate. 
The species of an automaton is determined by the instruction code and 
the partitioning of the genetic tapes with respect to length and/or position-
ing of sections 1-7. Case (d-v) includes the possibility of sterile hybrids. 
We may consider cases (d-i) and (d-iii) as psychical or behavioral de-
rangements which obstruct the procreating activities of one sex and are 
inheritable by 1neans of the other sex. If the automata we have been 
dealing with would have to perform other activities besides procreation 
and computation, (d-v) could well impair the viability of these automata. 
Mutations can be brought into the model in an obvious way by suitable 
changes in the genetic tapes resulting in, for instance, the consequences 
mentioned above, viz. a change in one of the genetic tapes of a parent 
gives via the copying procedure the effects as treated. Apart from the 
disadvantageous outcomes already indicated, advantageous ones may also 
be generated by a mutation. A beneficial change in the progeny can be 
brought about by tentative small changes in the genetic tapes of popula-
tions of automata, such that the cumulative effect of a set of these changes 
incorporated in one automaton in the course of the sexual reproduction 
processes promotes its viability. Assume a certain redundancy in tape 
structure to the effect that the change of one word on a genetic tape need 
not have fatal consequences. We then may observe a transition of varieties 
of automata, i.e. classes of automata, differing in important respects qua 
sections 1 to 7 but not qua instruction code, which are still reconcilable 
with respect to reproduction, into different species of auton1ata using 
an identical instruction code but not reconcilable with respect to repro-
duction. We obtain a universe populated with different species of automata 
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using the same instruction code (assuming that they all stem from the 
san1e stock). Wl1ether this observation l1as a biological interpretation 
cannot be judged here. 
Se:x.~-linked in/1e1·ita11ce is introduced easily, e.g. by enlarging sections 4 
and 6 with a nonreproductive part. A sn1all difference in the additional 
part of section 4 of the genetic tape will (possibly) cause the M-type 
progeny to have corresponding (nonreproductive but sex-linked) traits; 
not so the F-type progeny in wl1ich the trait remains dormant but may be 
passed on to future generations. · A biological analog is constituted by 
hemophilia. If we take color-blindness to be a behavioral defect, we can 
apply similar considerations with respect to section 3 ( or similarly section 
5) of the genetic tape. 
A change in the last instructions of sections 4 or 6 of T1 , such that no 
jumps to section 7 but rather to sections 6 or 4, respectively, are per-
formed, produces something like ''hermaphrodite'' automata in the 
offspring. These automata may display either the M-type or F-type 
reproductive conduct. 
When an F-automaton erroneously has its reading constructing arm R 1 
placed on section 3 of T 1 or, vice versa an M--automaton its R 1 on section 
5 of T 1 , e.g. by a wrong jump in section 2, the resulting behavior reminds 
one of transsexuality. Protagonists of the theory might see their conviction 
confirmed that transsexuality is not a functional (in this context, acquired 
in life) phenomenon, but a genetically induced one. 
4. COMPARl·S0N WITH NATURAL SYSTEMS 
Roughly speaking, the genetic tape corresponds to a set of chromo-
somes. A comparison between automata reproduction and organism 
replication shows that (cf. Ref. 4, pp. 150-151): 
(i) each cell of a multicellular organism contains one or more ( e.g. two) 
sets of chromosomes, whereas in our automata the (two) genetic tapes are 
attached to the cellular automaton as a whole, and 
(ii) as noted, automaton reproduction depends on the passivity of the 
constituent elements. Any subassembly remains passive until the \Vhole 
structure is complete. In biological development interaction between 
subassemblies of the growing embryo presumably plays an essential role. 
These apparent contrasts can more or less be removed by a modification 
of our model, such that each cellular automaton corresponds to one cell 
of a multicellular organism, and an aggregate of interacting cellular 
automata corresponds to a whole multicellular organism. Assume that 
we append to each genetic tape a section 10 and a section 11. 
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Section 10 contains the construction algorithn1 for an additional UCC 
in each automaton. 
Sectio11 11 serves to store information relevant to the historv of the .., 
auto1naton ancestors of the automaton concerned (this section \vill not 
be copied by process 2.1 ). 
When the additional UCC of an automaton is activated it proceeds to 
build a replica of the automaton according to T1 , duplicates T1 and T 2 , 
including the (modified) contents of section 11 then present, at tl1e 
appropriate location of the replica, and passes control to section 9. 
This section contains an algorithm, executable by the configuration built 
according to section 8, w hicl1 governs the interaction with other auto1nata 
of an aggregate. Under control of section 9 the automaton, according to 
information received, modifies section 11 and, determined by the new 
contents of this section, may proceed to build another replica at a com-
puted location. 
Such a mitotic cellular automaton is taken to correspond to one natt1ral 
cell and the interacting aggregate constitutes a developmental model ot"' 
a multicellular organism. Different contents of section 11 cause different 
reactions to other automata, constituting our analog of cell-differentiatio11. 
At a certain stage, determined by the information then contained in section 
11, some automata of the aggregate may pursue their original purpose, 
i.e. reproduce sexually with automata of different sex of an adjacent 
aggregate in a similar stage. Subsequent to sexual reproductio11, section 1 L 
of the new automaton contains only all-0 words, viz. it is not copied. 
The new offspring starts replicating itself in the asexual fashion described 
above, thus starting a new aggregate, the cycle repeats. 
Note that all cellular automata of an aggregate are genetically identical 
but for their sections 11 ( cell-differentiation) and gene ti cal accidents 
(e.g. mutation, cancer), and hence they all contain the building plan for 
the same aggregate and determine the same sex. In our developmental 
model we meet abstract counterparts of, e.g., fertilized egg-cells, cell-
differentiation, sexual maturity and immaturity, and genotypically different 
cells in tl1e same organism as an exceptional case. 
The model is consistent with the ''axioms'' of development presented by 
Apter [2] and reviewed critically by Arbib (Ref. 4, pp. 131-132). 
(1) The unit of development is a cell (i.e. cellular automaton). Infor111a-
tion is not contained merely in the genetic ''instructions'' but also in the 
cytoplasmic ''processors.'' In our model, automata of the same species 
interpret the same instruction code, i.e. the structure of an auton1aton 
contains information. 
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(2) All cells i11 the orga11isn1 are genotypically identical. Except for 
cell-differe11tiation (:i.e. differences with respect to section 11) or genetical 
accide11ts, our model acco1·ds. We might speculate that owing to the 
introduction of behavioral sections on the tape, the sext1ally reproducing 
auton1ata are much better equipped for ontogenic (individual) learning 
than the traditional asexually reproducing ones, which are but suited to 
phylogenetic (racial) learning. The voiding of section 11 during sexual 
reproduction can be interpreted as the nontransmittance of lifetime 
learning during this kind of reproductio11. 
(3) An organism develops through the self-reproduction of the cells 
composing it. 
( 4) Intercommunication between cells is a prerequisite for coherent 
development. This does not seem to be a logically necessary requirement, 
since an organism may develop in a ''monadic'' fashion, i.e. clockwork 
synchronization suggesting interaction, as is indicated by, e.g., Ref. 17. 
( 5) An organism controls the important aspects of its own develop-
ment. This subsumes the problem of cell reproduction. In our model we 
see a synthesis: cell reproduction is simulated by asexual automata 
reproduction; the cells of the cellular space correspond to macromolecules 
and development is simulated by an aggregate of cellular automata. 
In an in1portant way an asexually reproducing population, stemming 
from the same stock, can be viewed as a single organism, the identities of 
the different individuals being often not very distinctive. In a sexually 
reproducing population the distinction between different individuals is 
very clear even in a formal way. A new individual is created only by sexual 
reproduction, i.e. by mixing the genetic material especially witl1 respect 
to sections 8 and 9. 
Our model may seem con1plicated, but owing to the computation-
construction universality of the cellular space, is theoretically feasible. 
A theory originally proposed by Weissmann [24] and strongly worded by 
Apter (Ref. 2, p. 157) to the effect that ''germ cells reproduce then1selves, 
and, as a side-effect each one has the potentiality of developing into a 
larger and more complex version of itself'' appears natural in the light of 
our model. It also constitutes a rationale for our point of view in Secs. 
1-3 where we were interested in the properties of sexual reproduction of 
single cellular automata (and not aggregates of them) and the accompany-
ing genetics. 
Present biological views concerning sex, growth, and genetics as, 
e.g., expressed by Mittwoch [12] seem to endorse an (abstract) validity 
and explaining power of our model. For instance, sex seems to be deter-
mined by a chromosome region of a different order of magnitude than 
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those that are responsible for Mendelian characteristics. In sex detern1in,1-
tion the chron1osome region involved is likely to be equivalent to a large 
number of Mendelian genes. In the n1odel, sex is selected by the X\'.r 
mechanism which activates the chosen parts of the genetic tape; this 
mechanism, translated into bioche1nical terms, is of the kind that can be 
verified or refuted by experiments. 
An interesting question seems to be which chromoso1nes (i.e. tape 
sections) are necessary and/ or sufficient, and what variations in the build-
up of the genetic tapes are possible. 
As an example let us take the case of the Protenor Belfragei (an insect) 
xo (c3'): xx(¥), i.e. the male possesses an unpaired X chromosome while 
the female has a pair of homologous X chromosomes. Let sections 1 and 2 
of T{ contain all-0 words, and let the mixing process be such that initial 
all-0 words are taken to be dominant. Afterwards, the all-0 word is 
interpreted by the constructing F-automaton as a ''jump to section 4'' 
and by a constructed M-automaton as a ''go to next instruction." Verifica-
tion shows that the sexual reproduction works exemplary when, for this 
species, T 1 of the M-type contains all-0 sections 1 and 2. These and other 
types of sexual chromosome mechanisms can be investigated by using 
models with appropriate changes in tapes and interpreting apparatus. 
We end this section with a few 1niscellaneous remarks. 
(a) Previously, the construction of the offspring was executed by the 
F-type parent. We may consider the case where the F-automaton constructs 
an UCC alongside the tape copy in 2.3, which UCC is fertilized and 
activated by an M-automaton in 2.2.3. Such a mode of reproduction is 
reminiscent of that of fishes. 
(b) An abstract counterpart for the changing of sexes ( e.g. oysters) 
is supplied by furnishing every automaton with both an M-type and an 
F-type reproductive part, and having these automata execute in turn 2.2 
and 2.3. 
( c) A counterpart for cross-fertilization is provided by the simultaneous 
execution of 2.2 and 2.3 by two hermaphrodite automata. 
(d) Abstract parthenogenesis emerges when an UCC of (a) constructs 
an offspring with identical T and Tf in absence of fertilization. 
(e) Abstract mating types are obtained by expanding the tapes with 
checking conditions, and by manipulating the effects of the copying 
procedure and 2.2.3 so as to make identical or different ''sexes'' sterile 
towards one another. 
(f) We may abolish computational activities and derive a ''lower 
species'' or, alternatively, we may do the same for one sex and obtain 
a sex only capable of reproductive behavior (e.g. honey bees). 
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(g) With son1e fantasy we n1ay think of models of sexual reproduction 
that have no counterparts in nature. 
(h) In all our models of sexual reproduction the concept of ''genetic 
pool'' is present. No gene ever is lost, except by destruction of an automaton 
or a mutation. The dominant and recessive factors have their well-known 
attributes, e.g. a (momentary) (dis)advantageous trait can be masked by 
a dominant trait and later in the progeny reveal itself; also dominant traits 
may be mutated to recessive ones and vice versa. 
(i) We may think of mutations as being caused by ''cosmic rays'' 
consisting of small moving configurations in the cellular space which 
change instructions on a genetic tape when they hit one. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Our method of modeling sexual reproduction in the formal framework 
of a cellular space may prove a useful tool to compare, illuminate, analyze, 
and classify different models, methods, properties, and anomalies of sexual 
reproduction, especially with respect to the genetic aspects. Moreover, it 
provides a first formal (nondescriptive) model for sexual reproduction, 
may have bearing on behavioral genetics and (the relevant essentials 
being translated into appropriate biochemical terms) may be experiment-
ally verified or refuted in whole or in parts. 
APPENDIX A 
Some objections may be raised against the feasibility of the algorithms 
2.2 and 2.3 in Codd's 8-state 5-neighbor cellular space. The most important 
ones, together with their solutions are reviewed below. 
(i) Automata in Codd's space can only read (0, 1)-configurations and 
are coated (sheathed) with cells in state 2. We may introduce additional 
states to solve this problem, but the easiest way seems to surround every 
F-automaton with a perimeter of cells in state I. Such a I-perimeter also 
embraces the tapes and reading-writing equipment (Fig. 9). However, the 
automaton must be able to extend C and D. This is accomplished by 
erasing two sections of 7 cells in the I-perimeter. The presented solution 
leaves some events undefined, e.g. when a constructing arm C of an 
M-automaton touches (reads) another M-automaton or constructing arm. 
We define such events as mortal to both automata concerned. 
(ii) When an M-automaton senses an F-automaton, at regularly 
spaced intervals along the I-perimeter, specially coded (0, 1 )-words are 
situated which identify the F-automaton as such and also furnish the 
M-automaton with information where to find the fertilization marker. 
This marker is a particular code word on the 1-perimeter which indicates 
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FIG. 9. F-auton1aton surrounded by l-perin1eter. 
whether fertilization is possible, and if so, where in the cellular space the 
appropriate conduct of M should take place. The fertilization marker is 
altered by the constructing arms C of M and F at the moments determined 
by 2.2 and 2.3. 
(iii) The dominant or recessive property of a word on the genetic 
tape is indicated by the state of an additional cell (mark bit) per word, 
e.g. dominant = I and recessive = 0. 
APPENDIX B 
Owing to some technical considerations a path or constructing arm, 
consisting of cells in state 1, along which a signal Os ( .. , E { 4, 5, 6, 7}) 
travels, is coated or sheathed with cells in state 2 (for details consult Codd's 
reference). Examples of signal propagation along a sheathed path and 
extension of a constructing arm are given below. 
According to Sec. 1.2 the local transition function f: ¢ 5 ► </> with 
f ( CNESW) = R determines the next state of a cell. Moreover, let the value 
off be invariant under cyclic permutation of the last four arguments; 
then the given set of transitions governs the propagation of a signal down 
a linear sheathed path (Fig. 10). The reader may derive from the figures the 
additional transitions governing the other examples. (Figs 11-14). 
/(00002) = 0 
f(s0212) 0 
f(012.s·2) = 1 
/(10212) = 1 
f(l 1212) = 1 
fi:20202) = 2 
[(20212) = 2 
f(202s2) = 2 
f(l 12 .. s-2) = s. 
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FIG. 10. Propagation down linear sl1eathed path. The nun1eral O and middle dot· both 
represent state 0. 
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FIG. 11. Signals cornering. 
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FIG. 12. The extend operation. 
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Fro. 13. The extend left operation. 
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FIG. 14. Tl1e extend right operation. 
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I a,11 indebted to P1·of. A. Linden,na;,er, Utrec/1t UniversitJ', for l1is 
encouragement and to Dr. G. Roze11berg for drawi,ig my attention to an 
independe11t result of Laing [IO] 117/10 also considers a notion o.f sexual 
reproduction in Von Neumann type cellular spaces; also to Dr. J. W. de 
Bakker and Mr. P. va12 Emde Boas, Matl1ematical Center,for thei,4 1.,,afuable 
criticism. 
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